
Bantam Division
B3 Ocean Shore Hardware knocked off 
B2 Lemos Farm 12-11 in overtime

Scott Brovarney’s overtime slapshot, his second goal of the 
game, won it for Ocean Shore Hardware. Joe Wenzell scored three 
times and Denny Plank and Andy Olson each had a pair of goals. 
Evan Farbstein and Sam Winters each had 4 goals and 2 assists 
for Lemos Farm.

Winters took a Pace Farbstein pass and scored off the crossbar 
1:21 into what would prove to be a high-scoring game. Sam King 
went behind the net and found an opening and passed to an open 
Olson in the crease to tie the game. Ocean Shore Hardware took the 
lead when Wenzell went coast-to-coast a minute later and sniped 
home a high glove side shot. 

Just :30 later Winters scored his second, executing a nifty  
forehand-to-backhand move across the crease and slammed one 
home to make it 2-2. He got his third the same way a few seconds 
later.  Olson passed the ensuring faceoff to Plank, who tied it on a 
long slapshot from the far faceoff circle that went crossbar-in. 

Patrick Weston took a Zeb Miller pass and scored a moment 
before being leveled by an unnamed Lemos Farm goon. Olson 
poked in his second goal off a Tanner Dulay shot to make it 5-3 
just :09 later. 

Lemos Farm cut it to 5-4 when Pace stopped one rush and got 
the puck to Winters, who passed in front to Evan, who converted on 
a backhand as the teams skated into the first intermission at 5-4. 

The Lemos Farm defense of Thomas Babb and Tom Martin 
slowed the Ocean Shore Hardware onslaught, as they held forward 
Trevor Crain off the board in the second period. Laura Sullivan 
stopped 11 first-half shots in net, while netminding counterpart 
Dexter Hamilton made 17 saves in the game. Winters got his 
fourth to even the score when he took the puck from behind the net 
and wrapped one home. With Weston off for tripping, Evan head-
manned the puck to Noah Weinstein, who scored a powerplay goal 
top shelf to retake the lead at 6-5 at the half. 

Evan scored :40 in with a big blast from 
the point to give Lemos Farm a 2-goal lead in 
the third, but after Wenzell skated up the left 
side of the rink and fired in a low forehand to 
the far post, and Krister Lansing scored on a 
rebound at the 2:19 mark, it was knotted at 7-7. 

Brovarney saucered the puck to Miller, 
who got knocked around but kept his noggin 
on his shoulders and his eye on the puck, as 
he put the lumber on the rubber and slapped 
one in to put Ocean Shore Hardware back 

on top. Sam Winters scored his fifth goal just :10 later as he went 
top glove side for the equalizer. 

Plank scored when the puck was left uncovered off a Wenzell 
shot to make it 9-8 in favor of Ocean Shore Hardware. Forward 
Ethan Glasman couldn’t corral a loose puck but Evan slapped 
home a one-time knucklepuck from the point with Brovarney off on 
a high-sticking call. 

The high-scoring third period wasn’t done yet, as Plank took a 
Wenzell pass and sent a wrist shot top blocker before taking a tripping 
call, and the score was 9-9. 

One minute into the final frame, Pace saw the puck on the goal 
line behind the goalie after his brother Evan’s shot, and tapped it in 
for the team’s 10th goal. Ocean Shore went into double figures on a 
Wenzell goal off a Plank pass. 

With 4:41 
remaining 
Brovarney took a 
tripping call and 
Evan made his 
high school team-
mate  pay with 
a high forehand 
powerplay goal, 
with Weinstein 
getting a rare 
goalie assist. 

Brovarney 
took a Sam King 
pass and fired 
home a high 
slapshot to tie 
the game with :27 left to send it into overtime, where he again lined 
up in the high slot and fired off a series of high slapshots (some of 
which actually stayed in the rink), and finally drilled one home for 
the game winner, and sending Ocean Shore Hardware its Bantam-
division leading 4th win of the season. 

Can You Spot the Puck? 

Matthew Williams (red, left) crept behind the defense,  
waiting for the puck (which is just inside the faceoff circle). 
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Pace Farbstein’s rising snapshot rocketed toward the goalie’s short side and the back of the net.

If you’re unclear on what a “5-hole” is, check out  
the gaping area between the goalie’s pads. Bingo. 

Dimitri Weinstein had a big game for Godoy Construction  
but his teammates scored late to secure the victory.

P3 Godoy Construction edged  
P4 Palladino Painting 9-8

Dimitri Weinstein scored 7 times but the late heroics of 
Nathaniel Rojo and Ryan Amirsehhi won the game for Godoy 
Construction. Graham Wylie had 3 goals and Adam Mansell had 
a pair for Palladino Painting. 

Less than a minute into the game, PeeWee fans could see it 
would be a high-scoring affair between Godoy Construction and 
P4 Palladino Painting, as North Cossman assisted on a Dominic 
Padua shot low to the corner of the net. Weinstein tied it as he took 
a long Sam Louderback pass off the boards and went high stick 
side soon after.

Wylie parked in the crease and fired on in low glove side to 
break the tie, but Weinstein tied the game :08 later on his second 
goal, right off the faceoff when he went top shelf.

A nice passing play set up Palladino Painting’s third goal, as 
Marek Palladino sent a pass in front to Liam Williams, who sent 
one in over a diving goalie. 

Wylie went high glove side for his second goal on a long fore-
hand from the right faceoff circle as he converted a Cossman pass to 
make it 4-2, but Weinstein got his hat trick on a low shot under the 
goalie to cut it to 4-3 at the half. 

Forwards Griffen Dulay and CJ Vana were turned aside in the 
first-half by Mason Martuscelli and Ben Wylie as Kinzey made  
14 first half saves, while his counterpart Mansell made 13 for 
Palladino Painting with help from Tristan Keller and Luca Padua.

Palladino deflected one off the goalie’s stick for a 5-3 lead :40 
into the third, but Weinstein cut it to one as he scored from behind 
the D, sending one high off the diving goalie, for this fourth goal. 
Mansell scored his first of two on a rebound after a Cossman shot, 
and then scored :45 later on a shorthanded goal with Grayson 
Capers in the Sin Bin for tripping to make it 7-4.

Weinstein put a dent in the lead as he converted an Indigo 
Kinzey pass for his fifth, going top blocker side, then got behind 
the defense to make it 7-6 with 6:04 to play. The unstoppable skater 
went coast-to-coast and beat the goalie with a low wrister glove side 
to tie the score at 7-7 with 5:18 to play. 

Williams faked the goalie and made a nice backhand pass to an 
open Wylie, who one-timed a sizzling forehand to the glove side for 
the 8-7 blue-clad Palladino Painting  lead. 

Rojo tied the game as his powerful shot was deflected by the 
goalie but trickled in anyway with 2:46 left. 

Amirsehhi returned to the rink just in time for Godoy 
Construction, as he knocked the tie-breaking goal off the goalie’s 
stick to put the orange-clad team its first lead, at 9-8. The defense of 
Ben Bray-Montwill and Liam Frank held strong in front of goalie 
Jessica Oseguera, who made 11 second-half saves and led the team 
to its first win of the year.  

PeeWee Division
P1 Squire Sanders skated past  
P2 Christine Maren Salon 8-3

Kiernan Gillooley and Charlie Miller had hat tricks to lead 
Squire Sanders to a 8-3 win over Christine Maren Salon.  
CJ Trexler went in alone on a breakaway halfway through the first 
period for the game’s first score. Brendan Burns set up Morgan 
Hovermale, who scored through traffic with a forehand inside the 
post to tie it. Dexter Hamilton applied pressure in the crease and 
enabled Rasmus Green to light the red light on a low backhand to 
give Christine Maren Salon the 2-1 lead. 

Gillooley re-tied it 
on a forehand wrister 
past the goalie’s blocker, 
then Gillooley deflected 
one past the netminder 
2 minutes later to give 
Squire Sanders the lead. 
Green got the equal-
izer for Christine Maren 
Salon :08 into the second 
half on a breakaway 
off the opening faceoff. 
But Squire Sanders 
was not to be denied, 
as the team combined 
for a barrage of goals. 
Gillooley scored his hat 
trick on a high forehand, 
then Miller rebounded 
a shot for a 5-3 lead. 
Hovermale floated in 
a forehand to make it 
6-3 with 10 minutes 
remaining. Four minutes 
into the fourth, Miller 
shoveled a forehand just 
inside the far post, and 
ended the scoring with his third goal, a forehand with 1:53 remaining. 

Miller and Burns combined for 10 saves each in net for Squire 
Sanders, with help from the duo of Chase Hebb and Kyle Niermann. 
Forward Nate Feix forechecked effectively, but he and Antonio 
Roman were unable to penetrate the Christine Maren Salon back-
line of Elliott Salazar, Alberto Villalobos, and Anthony Sassi, 

Jake Metz and Jacob Stephens executed the neutral-zone trap, 
and Billy Ginna steered away numerous shots in front of Mark 
Brazil, who made 20 saves for Christine Maren Salon.

Corey Hart, Jim McMahon and ... this 
goalie? Brendan Burns joins the list of 
famous wearers of sunglasses
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ScoreS ’n More

STANDINGS
    
BANTAM W L OTL Pt GF GA
B3-Ocean Shore Hardware 4 1 0 8 34 27
B2-Lemos Farm 3 3 1 7 47 40
B1-HMB Lions Club 1 4 0 2 22 36

PEEWEE W L OTL Pt GF GA
P1-Squire Sanders 3 1 0 6 29 23
P4-Palladino Painting 2 2 1 5 35 31
P2-Christine Maren Salon 2 2 0 4 28 31
P3-Godoy Construction 1 3 0 2 29 36

SQUIRT W L OTL Pt GF GA
S4-Dr. Stasun 4 0 0 8 28 19
S3-Dr. Alborzi 2 2 1 5 19 21
S2-Dr. Moody 1 3 0 2 9 14
S1-Dr. Maahs 1 3 0 2 13 15
   
W=Wins;  L=Losses; OTL=Overtime Losses; Pt=Points;
GF=Goals For;  GA=Goals Against      as of 6/12/10

Photo Day featured 2 overtime games at the Boys and Girls Club Rink.

Dental Division (Squirts)
S4 Dr. Stasun defeated S3 Dr. Alborzi  
7-6 in overtime shootout thriller 

Logan Bautista, MaKaila Reyes and Trevor Keller converted 
shootout goals to lead Dr. Stasun to a 7-6 overtime win over  
Dr. Alborzi. Karsten Lansing scored a double hat trick in defeat, and 
Treythan Krieger scored in the shootout for Dr. Alborzi. 

The 7-goal first scoring frenzy began when Mason Liaghat 
passed in front to Lansing, who slapped one home off the goalie.  
Dr. Alborzi jumped to a 2-0 lead when Lansing skated down the rink 
and put in a forehand 5-hole. Dr. Stasun tied it as Bautista turned 
around and sent home a sweeping backhand, then :18 later fired in a 
low slapshot. 

Lansing then went in on a breakaway and scored on a stick-side 
slapshot, but Reyes re-tied it :31 later as she converted a Bautista 
pass low on the goalie’s blocker side. Lansing netted another on a 
2-on-1 to give Dr. Alborzi the 4-3 lead 1:07 before the break. 

Bautista scored his hat trick, and 15th of the season, from the 
faceoff on a low laser to tie it at 4-4. Dr. Stasun took its first lead 
when Danae Hogg set up Reyes for a long, low slapshot, and  
Ryan Niermann extended it to 6-4 when he collected a PJ Modena 
pass and rattled home the rubber. 

The Dr. Alborzi defensive trio of Sasha Kulda, Elijah Lurie 
and Vance Islander stiffened, and shut down Dr. Stasun forwards 
Charles Hogg and Abraham Hogg the rest of the way. Lansing put 
one in the corner of the net at the 2:57 mark of the third, and took a 
Liaghat pass and wrapped around a low wrister with 1:33 to send the 
game into bonus time. 

After 5 scoreless minutes, Dr. Stasun came out the victor in the 
shootout, as Bautista rolled one home, Reyes fired in a forehand, 
and Keller found room through the 5-hole to seal the win. Keagan 
Maguire stopped 2 of the 3 shots in the shootout, with the only one 
escaping him being an Alexander Stevens forehand through the 
5-hole as Dr. Stasun moved to 4-0 on the year. 

S2 Dr. Moody topped S1 Dr. Maahs  
3-1 in defensive struggle

Nolan Gallant scored a hat trick to lead Dr. Moody to the 3-1 
victory over Dr. Maahs. 

Evan Reeve set up Johnny Brozovich’s slapshot for his 12th 
goal of the season in the day’s only defensive-minded game. With 
:15 left in the first period Gallant tied it through the 5-hole. 

After nearly 9 scoreless minutes in the second, which featured 
outstanding defense from Dr. Maahs defenders Andrew Vana and 
Annie Ginna, Gallant was able to break through with a low fore-
hand to give Dr. Moody the 2-1 lead. 

Dr. Moody forwards Cameron DeVry, Sofie Green and Payton 
Dulay were unable to score past the neutral zone trap of Dr. Maahs 
backliners Emma Wylie and Teegan Mansell, but Gallant again 
demonstrated he was good with the wood as he buried a pass from 
Eric Martin who had a rare goalie assist and 12 stopped shots. 

Netminder Patrick Ginna repeatedly stacked the pads in turning 
away Dr. Moody forwards Travis Hamilton and Patrick Hurley as 
he made 23 sprawling saves in defeat. Sydney Gallant backchecked 
well as Dr. Moody won its first game of the year. Logan Bautista put in the rolling puck in the first round of the OT shootout.

The Godoy Construction clan is often all smiles at the BGC rink.  
From left, Gloria, Stephanie, Abelino, and Jessica Oseguera.

B2 Lemos Farm jumped out early to 8-4 
win over B3 Ocean Shore Hardware 

Sam Winters had 3 goals and 2 assists and Pace Farbstein 
added a hat trick as Lemos Farm jumped to a big early lead and 
cruised to a 8-4 win over HMB Lions Club. 

Winters had a natural hat trick in just 3:30 of the first period, 
going top shelf on a forehand, then lighting the lamp on a low back-
hand, then pounding home a Pace pass for his 7th goal of the year 
and the only scoring of the first period. 

Evan Farbstein scored a shorthanded goal with Matthew 
Williams off for tripping, and scored again on a high backhand over 
the goalie’s glove before moving into the goal crease and stopping 
all but one of 15 second-half shots. 

Dante DiNapoli ended the drought by 1-timing a Tyler Olson 
pass, before Pace rippled the mesh when he sent an Evan pass to the 
back of the net for his first of 3 goals. He took a Winters pass and 
put the biscuit in the basket on a backhand for his second goal just 
:17 before the intermission. 

Noah Weinstein made 14 first-half saves, then early in the third 
period headmanned the puck to Winters, who found an open Pace, 
who deflected in his 10th of the season for the team’s final goal. 

Miguel Rodriguez and Jordan Shepherd concentrated on 
playing shut-down defense the rest of the way, though Lemos Farm 
defenders Laura Sullivan and Thomas Babb effectively ran time 
off the clock. Ethan Glasman and Tom Martin neutralized HMB 
Lions Club blueliners Travis Modena and Joaquin Preciado, until 
Kellen Gillooley trickled in a forehand for his 7th goal of the year. 

Midway through the fourth period, Curtis Jobe found an open 
Joe Quinlan, who fired in a high forehand. Jobe then scored one of 
his own when he tapped one home, to make the final score 8-4. 

Sponsor Spotlight
Each week we feature the people behind  the league, the ones 
who support it and  make it work. This week’s sponsor:

Godoy Construction

You won’t find many more enthusiastic supporters of the NCHL 
than Godoy Construction. A licensed contractor working in and 
around the Bay Area for more than 20 years, Abelino Oseguera has 
had several girls play roller hockey through the league’s long history. 

“My children got involved in hockey through friends and fam-
ily who play and are involved with the sport,” he said. “My oldest 
daughter, Lizzie, started out on a Bantam team and she motivated 
the kids to participate. She got them ready to give their best effort.” 

He added that his wife, Stephanie, also enjoys the NCHL and 
that longtime NCHL Board member Brian McNamara is a good 
friend, who continued to interest him in this sport. “I love the 
excitement of the game. The girls also love the excitement of play-
ing. I’m happy to serve this community and sponsor this league. 
Everyone has been kind and generous, and I just wanted to give 
back my thanks.”

Godoy Construction does projects in Half Moon Bay and all 
along the Coast. This year Godoy Construction sponsors the 
PeeWee 3 team coached by Mike Hovermale. 

Godoy Construction
P. O. Box 715
Moss Beach, CA 94038
650-219-0347, abelino@godoyconstruction.com
Lic. No. 918814

Check ’em out, and support our NCHL sponsors!

Goal or No Goal? 

Kellen Gillooley’s shot appeared to be nestled in the netting, but 
his wrist shot was ruled No Goal in this Bantam division contest. 

How do you beat the butterfly? You whack it with a lethal forehand. Dante 
DiNapoli displayed his method for finding the twine by lifting a wrister. 
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